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a b s t r a c t

A technology roadmap (TRM), an approach that is applied to the development of an emerging technology
to meet business goals, is one of the most frequently adopted tools to support the process of technology
innovation. Although many studies have dealt with TRMs that are designed primarily for a market-driven
technology planning process, a technology-driven TRM is far less researched than a market-driven one.
Furthermore, approaches to a technology-driven roadmap using quantitative technological information
have rarely been studied. Thus, the aim of this research is to propose a new methodological framework
to identify both profitable markets and promising product concepts based on technology information.
This study suggests two quality function deployment (QFD) matrices to draw up the TRM in order to find
new business opportunities. A case study is presented to illustrate the proposed approach using patents
on the solar-lighting devices, which is catching on as a high-tech way to prevent environmental pollution
and reduce fuel costs.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

To compete with a market leader or to secure their positions,
firms develop new technology and launch new products in the
market. From a corporate standpoint, careful technology and prod-
uct planning have been considered a continuing challenge in build-
ing profitable businesses. Several tools have been suggested to
support the process of technology innovation by academic
researchers as well as practitioners. The technology roadmap
(TRM) is one of the most widely used methods to support the stra-
tegic management of technology [1–3]. The TRM method helps
organizations plan their technologies by describing the path of
technologies, products and markets.

When organizations plan their technologies, two basic
strategies can be distinguished, which are often referred to as
‘‘technology-push’’ versus ‘‘market-pull’’ strategies [4,5]. The tech-
nology-push strategy is a strategy containing activities that focus
on invention without concern for market attractiveness and appli-
cations of technologies to products, following capabilities that
exist within firms or even the intuition of top managers [6]. In con-
trast, the market-pull strategy is oriented toward the marketing

concept emphasizing the requirements of a targeted market. In
both strategies, new products and services have to be accurately
responsive to consumer demands [7]. Thus, the market-pull strat-
egy, which reflects the needs of customers, has been considered
the general strategy in product development.

Recently, the life cycle of technology has become shorter, and
the level of technical complexity and difficulty has been increasing.
As the length of time spent replacing existing technology with
another technology is shortened, the market-pull strategy to
develop products based on consumer reaction causes a delay of
the product launch to the market. Moreover, an increase in techni-
cal complexity makes consumers ignorant, rendering most
consumers unaware of what technologies can be realized. In addi-
tion, consumers have requirements that are only associated with
existing products, rather than requirements on a latent product.
The development of a new product through a market-driven strat-
egy usually means product enhancements, making us overlook
promising disruptive technology to meet the latent customer
needs that did not exist before. Therefore, it is important to assess
whether new technology can provide some benefits to customers
as a product. Because the consumers themselves are often unaware
of their needs, it has emerged as an important issue for companies
to launch new products reflecting the consumers’ hidden needs
through the technology-push strategy.

As the market-pull strategy holds a dominant position in
product development, a technology-driven TRM has been far less
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studied than the market-driven one. Because TRM has evolved as a
management practice, rather than management theory, most early
research on TRM has dealt with case examples [8–10], and only a
few studies have suggested practical methodologies for TRM
[11,12]. From the perspective of a corporate strategy, previous
studies have concentrated on technology roadmapping by applying
a market-pull strategy [13–15], rather than a technology-driven
one [16,17]. From the viewpoint of analysis, the roadmaps depend
on qualitative analysis, such as workshop with domain experts and
TRM experts [12]. Qualitative analysis is a methodology to prove
an existing hypothesis or to configure a new theory based on field
observations, conversations and questions. This method requires a
lot of time and high costs to investigate the current situation, and it
is highly dependent on the judgment of experts. As quantitative
analysis involves analyzing the data indicated in the figures, it is
easy to ensure objectivity because of the numerical criteria for
judgment. In addition, most of the studies on technology-driven
roadmaps investigate indirect relationships, such as technology-
industry maps, actor-similarity maps and portfolio-affinity maps
[17]. Recently, there are attempts to develop the technology road-
map by using QFD [14], the Bayesian network [18], text mining and
patent analysis [17,19].

Therefore, the aim of this study is to offer a new methodological
framework to identify both profitable markets and promising
product concepts with existing technology using quantitative anal-
ysis. The concept of technology-driven TRM is addressed on the
basis of the assumption that a specific technology has been devel-
oped. Patent information is used for analysis by text mining that
uncovers the wealth of information from the literature to compen-
sate for the fact that the early studies used qualitative analysis.
While patents are used to analyze technologies, product manuals
are collected to investigate the products, and market reports are
applied to scrutinize markets. This study suggests two quality
function deployment (QFD) matrices to link between each layer
to draw up a technology-driven TRM that starts with a given tech-
nology that has been developed as a method to find new business
opportunities. When a new technology is developed in the firm, it
is placed in the technology layer. Next, a product layer is created by
the technology layer based on technological information, and then
a market layer is drawn up by the derived product layer. Through
the results of an interpretation of the identified product opportuni-
ties, a promising market can be found in which the firm has the
possibility to earn money. Although the proposed approach serves
as a new, valuable method for exploring new opportunities for new
products and markets by systematically analyzing current technol-
ogy and their relationship in advance, it is not regarded as a pana-
cea for all issues related to business strategies. Because this
method will depend on the relationship among existing technolo-
gies, products and markets, the scope of relevant technologies to
which it can be applied is restricted to technological areas where
past information is sufficient to anticipate future trends of technol-
ogy/product/market development. In addition, the suggested pro-
cess is not an expert-free approach because it includes semi-
automatic techniques, such as text mining and QFD. Although
many users want to utilize an automatic system that produces use-
ful outputs without domain knowledge of experts, the involvement
of experts is mandatory for valuable information to draw
roadmaps.

The basics of TRM and patent analysis are briefly reviewed in
Section 2. Section 3 presents the method for TRM by using reversed
QFD targeted at obtaining the relationship between technologies
and products, and between products and markets, as well as the
method for mapping on the TRM. An illustration is presented in
Section 4, and Section 5 summarizes the contributions of this study
and discusses their implications. The limitations of this study and
the directions for future research are also discussed in this section.

2. Background

2.1. Technology roadmap

Along with the rapid development of technology, the role of
technology planning is becoming increasingly important. The
appropriate use of these techniques and methodologies signifi-
cantly contributes to improving the productivity of a company.
The technology roadmap, Delphi, scenario, analytic hierarchy pro-
cess (AHP) and quality function deployment (QFD) are known as
techniques and methodologies for technology planning [20]. The
technology roadmap is broadly used for planning technology,
products and markets because it gives action plans for achieving
the goals. It also serves as a tool for technology forecasting in that
the technology roadmap provides ample information related to
diverse technology alternatives, competitors and timing for enter-
ing a market in the future through analyzing current technological
specification and customer requirements, comparing their
advances to the current status of technology development.

The technology roadmap is defined as a medium- and long-
term technology planning methodology to derive products and
technologies that need to be developed to meet the future demand
and to select the best alternative technologies based on the future
market forecasts. In other words, the technology roadmap is one of
the methods to support the strategic management of technology,
exploring the relationships among organizational goals, technical
resources held by the organization and changing market opportu-
nities. With these technology roadmaps, technology planning is
promoted to establish details of the related project. The technology
roadmap can support a process to understand the core technology
and technology gap with the performance target and provide a
means to reconcile R&D investment decisions by coordinating
research activities among the relevant members [21]. In particular,
because in the manufacturing sector, equipment supplier selection
can influence technology planning, a new technology roadmap was
proposed to reflect the cooperation with suppliers [22].

The technology roadmap approach is very flexible in terms of
the different organizational aims that roadmaps intend to address
and the range of graphical forms that roadmaps can take. In terms
of the intended purpose, eight types of roadmaps have been iden-
tified: product planning [23], service/capability planning [24], stra-
tegic planning, long-range planning [25,26], knowledge asset
planning [27], program planning, process planning and integration
planning [28]. Furthermore, eight types of roadmaps have been
identified relating to graphical format: multiple layers [29], bars
[30], tables [31], graphs [31], pictorial representations [32], flow
charts [33], single layer [30] and text [34]. The most frequently
used technology roadmap is basically a time-based graphical chart
that has several layers, such as the technology layer, product layer
and market layer. Recently, a bibliometric analysis is applied to
enhance the role of the technology roadmap by mapping the
knowledge evolution and expert networks [35,36].

2.2. Patent analysis

Patent documents contain important research results that are
valuable to the industry, business, law and policy-making commu-
nities. If carefully analyzed, they can show technological details
and relations, reveal business trends, inspire novel industrial
solutions or help make investment policies [37–39]. In addition,
patents are used to search and assess external technical knowl-
edge, accumulating technological knowledge. Recently, numerous
studies of patents focus on patent information analyses to deter-
mine the value of patents [40,41].

In general, patent information comprehensively covers all
information arising from the moment when an applicant submits
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